Paraffin Bath
Instruction Manual
WPB-100/200/300 SERIES

Symbol

Caution
Please read this manual prior to operating the product.
This instruction manual goes in great detail about how to use the
product as well as the danger that requires attention. Always keep
this manual with the product and please hand this manual with the
product when handing it to someone.

Product Introduction
Name of Products, Model, size
- Name of Products : Paraffin Bath
- Model : WPB-100/200/300 SERIES
- Size : 410mm(W)×245mm(D)×250mm(H), 2.3Kg
- Power Consumption : 180W
- Regular Voltage : 220V~240V, 50/60Hz (110V~120V, 50/60Hz)
Manufacturer, Manufacturing company,
Company address, Contact phone, A/S Center
- Manufacturer : Wonjin Mulsan
- Manufacturing company : Wonjin Mulsan, Co., Ltd.
- Company address : 3F, 59, Hambangmoe-ro, 347beon-gil,
Namdong-gu, Incheon, Korea. (405-846)
- Contact phone : Tel. 82-32-816-0552 Fax. 82-32-816-0557
- A/S Center : 82-32-816-0552
Authorized representative in Europe:
- I.A.C.E.R srl.
Via Sandro Pertini 24/A 30030 Martellago(VE), Italy
Tel. 0039 041 540 1356 Fax. 0039 041 540 2684
Date of Issue
- MAR 14, 2013
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Safety Caution
Please read this Instruction Manual and familiarize with the directions prior to operating the product.
The caution noted in this manual contain critical safety information please follow them closely when
operating the product.

ƁSafety Caution
ȚPlease read through this Instruction Manual and accurately operate the product.
ȚChildren, diabetes patients (especially those who have weak sense of temperature) or skin disease

patient can suffer burns from the product. Please prohibit their operation of the product.

ȚConsult with a doctor to receive prescription and instruction prior to using the product.
ȚParaffin wax must be replaced after use and the product must be cleaned before operation.
ȚDo not drop or throw the product. It causes the product to malfunction.

ƁCaution during use
ȚYou can use the product after checking rated voltage.
ȚDo not operate the product when its power cable is damaged.
ȚBefore operating the Paraffin Bath, check the temperature using one's finger or wrist

and confirm if it safe to use it.

ȚDo not apply paraffin on skin with lotion, wax, additives or wart.
ȚDo not overfill the Paraffin Bath with wax.
ȚPlease remove the vinyl pack of the paraffin wax when using and do not heat the wax at

a microwave or stove.

ȚPlease use standardized wax only.
ȚParaffin wax offered by our company is recommended.

ƁCaution after use
ȚPlease unplug the power cable in case of leaving the perimeter or being away for an extended period.
ȚIn case of rash, sore, swollen skin or other side effect occur, immediately halt the

application and consult with a specialist.

ȚDo not dispose the melted paraffin solution (disposing the liquid paraffin in the toilet, drain, bath tub

etc will plug the pipe as it solidifies). Wait until the solution solidifies and then dispose it with regular waste.

ȚIf wax happens to fall on the floor, it may cause one to slip. Please clean the floor after it occurs.
ȚWhen removing paraffin, do not apply excessive strength and do not use sharp tools such

as an gimlet or a knife.

ȚWhen cleaning, add small amount of neutral detergent in warm water and use a soft cloth

to wipe the surface.
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Product Composition

Hand Cover
Paraffin Wax
Foot Cover

Main Body

Single-use Vinyl Pack

Safety Plate

Principals and Characteristics of Paraffin Massage
1. Product principals
Paraffin massage is a new type of beauty
treatment using the heat keeping and heat
conduction properties of paraffin.
The main principle is to manage sweat from
the body and the various nutrients and oil
in paraffin smoothes the skin and heat
supports the nutrient transport to the skin
making it especially effective on dry skin.
Paraffin massage was mainly used in
medical physical therapy and recently it has
been recognized for its properties in beauty
treatment. Paraffin massage is now
expanded its capabilities into home use
products and it is widely used in skin
treatment.
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2. Product characteristics
Skin care 1
Warm paraffin embraces the skin with its
heat and the moisture smoothes dry skin.

Skin care 2
Heat massage is a totally new concept of
skin care never seen before.
We offer this with joy.

Skin care 3
Together with paraffin the product cleanses
the skin.
Not only that the product makes healthy
skin, its effects sustain up to 2-3 days.
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How to use WPB-100 SERIES
1. Caution before use

State LED

ȚConfirm if there are any damages on the product packaging and the product.
ȚConfirm if there are any missing components in the package.
ȚRead the instruction manual and familiarize with the product prior to operating

the product.
ȚOperate the product under doctor's instructions and prescription.

2. How to use

1

3
5
7

Place the paraffin Bath on a flat surface and plug in the
power cable. Turn on the power switch.
(hot-wires activated)Place solid
paraffin (4-6) in the cabin
and close the lid.
Wait till the paraffin is
completely dissolved
(appx. 3-6 hours).
Place a dry hand in the warm paraffin solution for 1-2
seconds then immediately remove the hand from the
solution and let it dry for 4-5
seconds. This activity will
form a layer of paraffin on
one's hand and repeating
this 4-5 times will form an
even and thick layer of paraffin.
Utilizing a hand cover to
strengthen the heat
keeping will maximize
the effects.

The same treatment
can be applied on other
limbs (foot) as well.

2

Confirm if the paraffin is completely dissolved, then
place the safety plate in the paraffin dissolver.
ź&DXWLRQ
If the safety plate is placed
in the product it blocks heat
to transfer resulting the
paraffin to not dissolve.

4

To strengthen the heat keeping and for tidiness,
cover one's hand with a vinyl pack.

6

After 15 minutes, remove
the vinyl along with the
paraffin neatly.

8

Aside from hand or foot, ankle,
knee or other areas can be
dipped in the solution or be
applied with a brush to form
a paraffin layer.
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How to use WPB-200 SERIES
1. Caution before use

Rotory Switch

ȚConfirm if there are any damages on the product packaging and the product.
ȚConfirm if there are any missing components in the package.
ȚRead the instruction manual and familiarize with the product prior to operating

Temperature Control
0 Step : OFF
1 Step : 52
2 Step : 54
3 Step : 56
4 Step : 59

the product.
ȚOperate the product under doctor's instructions and prescription.
State LED

2. How to use

1

3
5
7

Place the paraffin Bath on a flat surface and plug in the
power cable. Turn on the power switch (hot-wires not
activated, standby mode). Control the
rotary switch to set desired temperature
(hot-wires activated). Place solid
paraffin (4-6) in the cabin
and close the lid. Wait till
the paraffin is completely
dissolved (appx. 3-6 hours).
Place a dry hand in the warm paraffin solution for 1-2
seconds then immediately remove the hand from the
solution and let it dry for 4-5
seconds. This activity will
form a layer of paraffin on
one's hand and repeating
this 4-5 times will form an
even and thick layer of paraffin.
Utilizing a hand cover to
strengthen the heat
keeping will maximize
the effects.

The same treatment
can be applied on other
limbs (foot) as well.

2

Confirm if the paraffin is completely dissolved, then
place the safety plate in the paraffin dissolver.
ź&DXWLRQ
If the safety plate is placed
in the product it blocks heat
to transfer resulting the
paraffin to not dissolve.

4

To strengthen the heat keeping and for tidiness,
cover one's hand with a vinyl pack.

6

After 15 minutes, remove
the vinyl along with the
paraffin neatly.

8

Aside from hand or foot, ankle,
knee or other areas can be
dipped in the solution or be
applied with a brush to form
a paraffin layer.

źWhen setting desired temperature, selecting 3-4 stage will reduce the paraffin dissolving time.
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How to use WPB-300 SERIES
1. Caution before use

Set Switch

LCD Display

ȚConfirm if there are any damages on the product packaging and the product.
ȚConfirm if there are any missing components in the package.
ȚRead the instruction manual and familiarize with the product prior to operating

the product.
ȚOperate the product under doctor's instructions and prescription.
Menu Switch

2. How to use

1

3
5
7

Place the paraffin Bath on a flat surface and plug in the
power cable. Turn on the power switch (hot-wires not
activated, standby mode). Select reserved, manual
operation. Set a reservation (day, start time, stop time,
temperature per day).Press the start button
(hot-wire activated)Place solid
paraffin (4-6) in the cabin
and close the lid. Wait till
the paraffin is completely
dissolved (appx. 3-6 hours).
Place a dry hand in the warm paraffin solution for 1-2
seconds then immediately remove the hand from the
solution and let it dry for 4-5
seconds. This activity will
form a layer of paraffin on
one's hand and repeating
this 4-5 times will form an
even and thick layer of paraffin.
Utilizing a hand cover to
strengthen the heat
keeping will maximize
the effects.

The same treatment
can be applied on other
limbs (foot) as well.

2

Start/ Stop Switch

Confirm if the paraffin is completely dissolved, then
place the safety plate in the paraffin dissolver.
ź&DXWLRQ
If the safety plate is placed
in the product it blocks heat
to transfer resulting the
paraffin to not dissolve.

4

To strengthen the heat keeping and for tidiness,
cover one's hand with a vinyl pack.

6

After 15 minutes, remove
the vinyl along with the
paraffin neatly.

8

Aside from hand or foot, ankle,
knee or other areas can be
dipped in the solution or be
applied with a brush to form
a paraffin layer.

źSelecting temperature as 56-59 , one may reduce time required to dissolve paraffin.
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Set Switch

Menu Setup for WPB-300 Series

LCD Display

1. Set / adjust current time
1) Press and hold the
2) Use the
3) Press
4) Use the
5) Press
6) Use the
7) Use

(Down) button of "Set" for 5 seconds.

(Up) and

(Down) button of "Set" to set the "Day."

Menu
Switch

Start/ Stop
Switch

(Mode) button to move to the next field.
(Up) and

(Down) button of "Set" to set the "Hour."

(Mode) button to move to the next field.
(Up) and

(Down) button of "Set" to set the "Minute."

(Start/Stop) button to return to the main menu.

2. Set / adjust reservations
1) Press
2) Use the
3) Press
4) Use the

(Mode) button.
(Up) and

(Down) button of "Set" to move the cursor to the desired "Day."

(Mode) button.
(Up) and

(Down) button of "Set" to move "_" cursor to the desired "Day"

and set the reservation.
(ex)
(1) "Mon": If "_" is displayed, Monday is reserved and the product operates properly.
(2) "Mon": If the "_" disappears, Monday is not reserved and the product does not operate.
5) After reserving the day, press

(Mode) button to move to "Time" setup.

6) When setting the "Start" time and "Stop" time, use

"Hour/Minute" and use the
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(Up)/

(Mode) button to move to

(Down) buttons of "Set" to set the time.
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7) After setting the "Stop" time, pressing the

(Mode) button will move the cursor to
temperature field and set the temperature by using
(Up)/
(Down) buttons of
"Set" to set the temperature (48 ~59).

8) Repeat steps 1-7 to set "Day, Start time, Stop time, Temperature" for each day separately.
9) After setting the reservation, press

(Start/Stop) button to initiate the

"Reservation Function."
10) Once the reservation function is activated, the screen displays "Res, Day" for 10 seconds

and the next reservation Start time and Stop time are displayed continuously.

3. Manual operation
1) Press

(Mode) button for 5 seconds.

2) When the temperature flashes, use the

(Up)/

(Down) button on "Set" to

set the desired temperature (48 ~59 ).
3) Press

(Start/Stop) button to initiate the operation.

4) To cancel the operation, one must press

5) Use the

(Start/Stop) button to halt the operation.

(Mode) button to change to reservation mode.

※Environments For Its Operation and Custody
1. Operate and keep the device in clean place at normal temperature
(Temperature; 10~40˚C, Humidity; 30~85%).
2. Do not use it outdoors.
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4 $
4 Is water needed when dissolving paraffin?
$ Do not add water in the product and only place the paraffin wax provided with the product.
4 How do I handle used paraffin?
$ Paraffin used on one's hand or foot is removed and disposed appropriately in principle.
However, if only one person is using paraffin, used paraffin can be recycled by simply placing
it in the paraffin dissolver. Take note that reused paraffin may contain sweat or dead skin cells
causing it to smell and contaminants will pile on the bottom of the dissolver. If possible,
reusing paraffin is not recommended for effective use.
4 Do we unplug the product or switch the power off after use?
$ The product features automatic temperature control when left on allowing continuous use
without delay. However when left unattended for extended period of time, it is recommended
to unplug the product from a power source.
4 How long can paraffin wax can be used?
$ When stored in room temperature, the wax can be used up to 3 years.
4 Is it safe to use on wounds on the hand or foot?
$ If there is a wound that can possibly infect the user, it is not recommended to use.
4 Is there a possibility of burns?
$ Skin sensitive to heat may perceive the solution hot, but the solution does not cause burns.
However, for children or diabetes patients (especially those who have weak sense of temperature),
skin disease patients may experience burns. It is recommended for them to not use and approach
the product.
4 When used for dead skin cells, can it be used together with different kinds of creams?
$ Applying nutrient creams or lotion on the hand, foot, ankle or elbow prior to coating with
paraffin will strengthen the effect.
4 Paraffin solution smeared my clothes.
$ When paraffin smears clothes and solidifies, then place a white paper on the paraffin and
iron the area. The paraffin will melt and be absorbed by the paper leaving no trace.
4 Paraffin does not dissolve well.
$ When the dissolver is capable of adjusting the temperature, select temperatures above 56
and after the paraffin is completely dissolved, adjust the temperature once again to desired
temperature before application.
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Product Warranty
Product Name Paraffin Dissolver Models Applied
Date of Purchase

Serial No.

Office of Purchase

Warranty Period

WHF-100PB/200PB/
300PB SERIES

This product has a warranty of 1 year
after date of purchase
Consumable components (business) 3 months
Component holding period is 5 years

1 year

Service Information
Wonjin Mulsan acquired certifications and approvals of the Korea Food & Drug Administration and
Electrical Appliances Safety Certification and its products are released after rigid quality control
and performance verification processes.
Upon request, service is provided at Wonjin Mulsan or the office of purchase.
A/S product can be sent to us through regular mail, delivery services or customer visit.
A/S Contact: 032)816-0552~3 or Office of purchase
Service Free of Charge

Customer Damage Pattern
Critical service request made within 7 days of purchase
Critical service request made within 7 days of purchase
Damage occurred during product delivery or installation
If replaced product breaks down with a critical malfunction
within 1 month (when impossible to repair)

Malfunctioning
occurred under
appropriate
operation
conditions

Customer Damage Pattern
Within product warranty period After product warranty period
Product replacement or refund
Product replacement
Does not apply
Product replacement

When product is impossible to be replaced
When the product breaks down 3 times with the
same malfunction (within 3 months)
When the product breaks down with 4 times the
Repairable same malfunction (within 3 months)
When the product breaks down with 5 times the
same malfunction (within 3 months)
When the service requested product is lost due to faults of
the service provider

When the company fails to provide components within the
component holding period causing failure to offer service

Service free of charge

Service with charge
Service with charge
Service with charge

Product replacement or refund

When the product cannot be repaired despite
having components.

Funds of depreciation with
10% additional funds are
refunded
Funds of depreciation
refunded

Service with charge
Please take note that malfunctioning due to customer neglect or malfunctioning induced by other causes than break
down may be charged for service despite the warranty.
Break down due to customer neglect (break down induced by inappropriate operation or repair by the customer)
Break down induced by inappropriate power voltage supply.
Break down or damage induced by mishandling the product after installation.
Break down induced using consumables or options not specified by the company.
Break down induced by A/S service from staff not specified by the company.
In case of operation in prohibited locations (outdoor), use beyond product purpose, or modification, disassembly or repair made by the user.
In case of user not following the company's operation cautions (please read the cautions described in the instruction manual).

Miscellaneous
Break downs induced by natural disasters (fire, flooding (salt/fresh water), lightening, thunder, earthquake, etc).
When consumables reaches critical conditions, warranty period expires.
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